
23/08/2021: Note for applicants to "10 Steps" course:

As I wrote somewhere in the “10 Steps” guidelines, “I won’t waste your time if you don’t 
waste mine.”

Due to a rethink and my arrival at the verbalisation of a logical conclusion:
Since the “10 Steps” Irish Course is not needed by those still loyal to (= being bribed 
by) either or both of the two English/British/U.K. States in Ireland, these States being 

English-speaking states for an English-speaking people, The “10 Steps” live session ele-
ments are now reserved for our volunteers.

When you think about this, it makes perfect sense.
We are creating an Irish Republic, which is, among many other things, an Irish-speak-

ing State for an Irish-speaking people. If you choose to be part of it, you will already 
have rejected the dictatorship of the bribe-system now in force here and will already be 
a volunteer as part of your “citizenship” of a society that does not do commerce, trad-

ing, bribery and their attendant evils of coercion, censorship, terrorism and mass-mur-
der… (this list of “evils” is necessarily summarised, as the entity that calls itself “democ-

racy” is the totality of evil – the wolf in sheeps’ clothing).
The online elements of our “10 Steps” Irish Course are still free and our time will not 

be further wasted by paid agents of our enemies posing as Irish “learners”… Those who 
join us will not be “learning Irish”, they will be BEING Irish.

Our request for volunteers is repeated and will remain as long as this notice remains.
We have shown the path and will not force. Neither will we waste time repeating mes-
sages to people who refuse to pass them on because the protection of their  personal 
comfort and the promotion of their egos remain higher in their priority-list than the 

common good.
Those of you who cherish truth will look deeply at this statement and will soon under-

stand it’s logic.
Remember the “first shall be last…”  … words made flesh… etc, etc, etc.

The above mentioned Anglo-Irish states have again arrived at a time when their feeble 
and corrupt minds see genocide as the only way forward...

Loyalty to, or even co-operation with these states, is terminal.
Slán, mar sin,

Proinsias Mac Bhloscaidh.


